
AUTO - CASE STUDY

PLACEIQ TARGETING 
DRIVES 7X LIFT IN 
DEALERSHIP VISITS & 
187 NEW SALES FOR 
LUXURY AUTO BRAND

Campaign Objectives

Methodology

Targeting

A leading luxury auto brand leveraged PlaceIQ targeting to drive dealership visitation and car purchases, while also gaining 
deeper consumer insights for further campaign optimization. 

Map Auto Dealerships

Automotive dealership visitation 
is connected to mobile devices to 
identify the right audiences

Measure Place Visit Rate

PlaceIQ measures the rate at which 
exposed devices visit the brand’s 
dealerships compared to an 
untargeted control group

+7x
Over two seasonal campaigns in 2014, 
PlaceIQ served ads drove 187 new 
vehicle sales for Auto Brand

People who saw a PlaceIQ served ad were 
7X more likely to be seen at Auto Brand’s 
dealership than an untargeted person.

+187

Measure Sales Lift

Datalogix auto measures the sales 
lift from households exposed to 
advertising

For brands seeking to understand consumer behavior, PlaceIQ connects physical and digital activities across time, space, and mobile 
devices to uncover opportunities to learn and connect with audiences. PlaceIQ is a powerful, location-based audience and insights 
platform that organizes a wide variety of consumer activity data around a precise location base map at massive scale. PlaceIQ uses 
its detailed understanding of location and consumer activity to reach a targeted audience, and also to derive powerful insights about 
consumer behavior to inform market and business strategies for national brands. The company is headquartered in New York City and 
has offices in Palo Alto, Chicago, and Detroit.

www.placeiq.com   |   212.255.8570   |   info@placeiq.com

Consumer Behavior Insights
With PlaceIQ’s Analytics, the auto brand learned that its consumers 

are 7X more likely to shop at Whole Foods. Also, likely own a 
Honda or Toyota, while over-indexing on luxury lot visits, indication a 

desire to upgrade to a luxury vehicle.

Campaign Optimization
Using these new insights, the brand revamped its next seasonal 

campaign, resulting in a 15x PVR® lift for the new targeted audience

Dealership and competitor 
lot visitors

In-market for a new vehicle 
for 0-6 months

Rentrak TV Viewership 
habits

Lifestyle indicators – 
demographics, sports, and 

shopping habits

Results

Target Key Audiences

Using PlaceIQ location data and 
Datalogix auto data, reach specific 
auto audiences with relevant 
messages


